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Market Commentary

Good Morning.

This week was mostly about the BoC rate announcement and MPR (Monetary Policy Report) on Wednesday.  To be

honest, it was a welcome distraction from the Greek story…I can only make so many Spanakopita jokes.

Before we get to the BoC meeting, it’s worth mentioning the disappointing US Retails sales figures on Tuesday. 

Consumer spending fell unexpectedly with downward revisions to the prior two months.  The news was positive for

bonds (prices up, yields down) and combined with poor liquidity generally; helped push yields 3-4bps higher on the day.

Wednesday brought one of the more exciting BoC announcements in recent memory.  It was basically a coin toss with

BAX and OIS contracts suggesting a 50/50 chance of a cut.  As you already know, Governor Poloz cut the overnight

rate by 25bps to 0.50%.  The bank indicated that “the lower outlook for Canadian growth has increased the downside

risks to inflation”.  The market reaction to the cut was reasonably muted, but a cut now or cut later was pretty much

priced in, so there wasn’t a lot to get too excited about.  Bonds rallied (yields fell) about 5bps on the day.  At the same

time, Fed Chair Yellen was busy re-iterating that rate hike in the US this year was still in play.

In related news, the Prime rate will only be falling 15bps (from 2.85% to 2.70%).  This marks the third time in recent

history that the Prime rate has not matched the change in the BoC benchmark rate.  In December 2008, banks moved

Prime by only 50bps in response to a 75bp BoC cut and more recently, banks only cut 15bps in January of this year

following the surprise 25bp cut by the BoC.  The basis between the BoC overnight rate and Prime is now 45bps wider

than it was prior to 2008.  I know many of you will call this a money grab by the banks, but the truth is, regulatory capital

and liquidity rules, combined wider credit spreads and reduced liquidity generally have structurally changed things since

the liquidity crisis.  I don’t like paying bank fees any more than you do, but try to keep these things in perspective…it’s

not a conspiracy. 

The next BoC meeting date is September 9 , and the implied probability of another 25bp cut stands at 17%. 

Meanwhile, back in paradise, the Greek parliament approved the first set of austerity measures needed to continue

negotiations with its creditors.   So that’s good.  Odds of the “Grexit” are now down to 10% after being as high as 40% a

week ago.   

All told, 5yr rates this morning are about 11bps lower than 1 week ago and 22bps lower than 1 month ago.  10yr rates

are 13bps lower than 1 week ago and 16bps lower than 1 month ago.  (Note the continued steepening of the yield curve

between 5’s and 10’s).

In securitization news, RBC released a mid-year review this week.  Here are some highlights:

· The balance of outstanding CMBS has stabilized at $8 billion after eight years of decline from $20 billion in 2007.

 Issuance this year has totaled $660 million in two deals so far. RBC expects that balance to grow before the end of the

year.  I hope they’re right.  I expect you do too.  Send us your deals...our lines are open and our commercial mortgage

underwriters are standing by!

· As at May 2015, the current delinquency rate of all outstanding Canadian CMBS issuance was 0.4% compared with

6.5% for the US CMBS Market.  Go Canada Go.

· Asset Backed Commercial Paper balances remain stable at $29 billion (relative to a peak level of $106 billion prior to

the 2007 liquidity crisis).  I expect this balance to start falling next year when new rules from this year’s budget are

implemented making insured mortgages ineligible collateral for ABCP conduits.   Insured mortgages currently account

for as much as 25%-30% of ABCP balances, but will be amortized out of programs over the next 5 years.

OK. That’s all I’ve got for now, but before I go I have an important safety announcement.  Be advised that “Roulette”

flavoured Doritos (which contain random ‘ultra spicy’ chips) have been declared “DANGEROUS” by a school in the UK

which has sent a note home to parents suggesting the snack could cause “severe distress”.  So be warned…stick with

Cool Ranch or face the consequences!

Right, that’s really all now.  Back to the British Open and some Treasury stuff.

Cheers,
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